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ACROSS

2 Trademark . a canned

food product consisting 

esp. of pork formed into a

solid block - one of the 

many frequently 

discussed culinary topics 

in the chatroom

5 the substance in Royal

Café Mocha that gives 
Carlos his unending 

energy, enthusiasm and 

cheerfulness

6 the bunny type prey

propped up in the corner 

of the owl box

9 a common slang term for

vomit - this term has been

repurposed in the owl box

to mean the act of casting

a pellet or the pellet that 

is cast

10 a finely ground smooth

mixture of chocolate and 

hazelnut butter - the 

sweet, hotly debated 

chatroom culinary topic

11 an internet user who

posts inflammatory or 

provocative messages 

designed to shock or 

upset others or to elicit 
negative responses

13 the series of stretches

and exercises that Molly 

so gracefully performs in 

the owl box, on the 

patiowl or on the photo 

posing ledge

14 the act of lurking in the

owl box while sleeping

16 Plubs	ear plugs or ear

phones used to hear the 

events of the owl box

18 an affectionate term for

chatters, meaning "guys"

20 doing chores while lurking

in the owl box chat room 

or social stream

21 Maneuver	the procedure

often suggested when it 

appears that an owlet is 

struggling to complete the

action of horking
24 The Owl Box

Broadcasting Network

26 the only political

discussion allowed in the 

owl box

30 plant	the act of falling

face first to the gag shag 

floor, usually performed 

by a young owlet when its

sleepy head becomes to 

heavy to hold up any 

longer

31 the collection of owl

(particularly barn owl, 

most specifically Molly) 

related items, keepsakes,

mementos, and books

32 Sofaz	the prey on which

the owlets tend to sit or 

recline

33 the owlets when they are

young and take on the 
appearance of prehistoric 

flying dinosaurs

37 that weird little demented

walrus looking thingy

38 Up, Wesley	one of the

favorite episodes of the 

owl box show

DOWN

1 the owls' method of waste

elimination - poop

3 the corner or side of the

box reserved for storage 

of uneaten food
4 and Fly	McGee's

preferred method of food 

delivery

7 the observation, via the

exterior cameras, of an 

owl flying in the vicinity of 

the owl box but not 

stopping to visit

8 the study of marketing

and finance in the owl box

9 the act or result of
horking

12 a self-professed owl box

addict - most do not seek 

help or a cure

15 shag	the collected

remains of cast pellets, 

spread about the floor of 

the owl box as nesting 

material

17 horkage	the effect of too

much live streaming video

on a computer internet 
browser - the results are 

often seen in system 

slow-downs or lock-ups

19 when links are deleted

from moderators' posts 

due to failure to click 

"allow links" in the 

moderator chat options

22 one who has owlexia

23 when Molly leaves the

box for a brief time during
the brooding stage, 

usually to stretch exercise

wings or poop

25 the condition of seeing all

words as having "owl" as 

part of them

27 the area of outdoor play

and recreation for the 

owlets, constructed by 

Carlos Royal to aid in 

branching and fledging

28 Camp	the ultimate
destination of trolls in the 

chat room

29 the primary savory food

craze of the chat room

34 lurking in the owl box chat

room when one is 

supposed to be working

35 to bork	leaving the owl

box to return to assigned 

duties of employment - 

origin: phrase created to 

avoid using the dreaded 
four-letter w-word

36 jerky	the stiff, dried

remains of food delivered,

but not eaten quickly


